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Lafarge Africa Plc.  | Earnings Update                                                                                       

 FX loss on dollar debt keeps earnings in red                                           (N53.51   - SELL) 

 

• Lafarge Africa Plc. (Lafarge) released unaudited Q2 16 

results wherein it reported a pre-tax loss (N28billion vs. 

Q2 16E: N25 billion) for the second consecutive quarter 

in 2016. In line with management disclosure in the 

recently issued profit warning, FX translation losses on 

dollar debt following NGN depreciation was the key 

driver of the Q2 16 loss. However, whilst impact of debt 

did not come as a surprise, revenues came in 30% lower 

YoY at N55 billion—missing our forecast by 18%. 

 

 

 

• Following completion of the UNICEM acquisition in the 

Q2 16, Lafarge’s results now fully reflect UNICEM’s 

financials which resulted in dollar debt rising 66% from 

year end to $591 million (77% of total debt). Thus, 

following 42% plunge in naira to N285/$ in mid-June, 

Lafarge reported FX losses of N28 billion on its dollar 

debt. Furthermore, the surge in debt levels led to net 

finance charges of N2 billion in Q2 161 vs. net finance 

income of N834 million in Q2 15.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 This does not include interest expense on newly issued N60 billion bond in June 2016. 

 Income Statement Data  

  2016 – 6M'm 2015 – 6M'm %chg 

 Revenue 107,364 152,179 -29% 

 PBT (30,184) 30,847 N/A 

 Tax 62 3,511 -98% 

 PAT (30,246) 27,316 N/A 

    

 Balance Sheet Data  

  2016-Jun 'm 2015-Dec 'm %chg 

 Inventory 34,391 33,027 4% 

 Receivables 29,702 23,474 27% 

 Cash 17,531 16,493 6% 

 Payables 92,609 76,847 21% 

 Net Assets 139,949 176,152 -21% 

 

 Stock Data  

 Price N59.65

 52 week range    N59.46– N82.96

 Market Cap. (N'b)  320.67

 1-month Avg. Vol  213,311

 Curr. PE  N/A

 Bloomberg Ticker   WAPCO:NL 

 Lafarge Africa - Share Price Trend 
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Naira weakness drives FX loss on dollar debt 



 

 

 

 

• Away from FX concerns, Lafarge recorded a second consecutive dip in group 

revenues over Q2 16—implying negative growth in its seasonally strong first six 

months. In its key Nigerian market2, Lafarge reported a 36% YoY dive in cement 

revenues to N36 billion (Q1 16: -30% YoY), which largely reflects sharply lower 

prices (-34% YoY to N23,000/ton; Q2 16E: +1% YoY to N28,735/ton) and, to a 

lesser extent, volume declines (Q2 16: -5% YoY to 1.7MT, H1 16: -11% YoY to 

3.1million MT). Given management’s assertion about Lafarge being a price taker 

in the Nigerian cement market, we think lower YoY prices reflect response to 

Dangote’s differential pricing strategy across certain cities which pulled down 

average cement prices in H1 16. On volume slowdown, management attributes 

pressures to factory downtime following the intermittent disruptions to gas supplies 

at WAPCO and UNICEM.  

 

                Figure 1: YoY Growth in Q2 16 Nigerian volume and prices  

 

Source: Company presentations, ARM Research 

 

• In its other market, Lafarge reported flat YoY growth in South African sales to 

N17 billion, in spite of 5% YoY growth in volume. Largely reflecting heightened 

competition and continued imports, South African cement prices slid 4% YoY. 

The declining price trend fits the pattern we observed in prior reports as relatively 

                                                 
2
 Nigeria accounts for 66% of Lafarge’s sales 
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mature state of the SA cement industry and cement imports resulted in heightened 

price competition among cement producers.3  

 

  

 

• As earlier stated, Lafarge faced extended gas shortages across WAPCO and 

UNICEM as well as decline in coal utilization in Ashaka, which resulted in switch 

to more expensive back-up—low pour fuel oil LPFO—in the review period. The 

deteriorating energy mix and aforementioned price cuts largely explain a relatively 

slower contraction in COGS to N48 billion. The gas supply issues are a fall-out of 

renewed militancy in the Niger Delta while management links lower coal 

utilization at Ashaka to upgrade of its coal mill pump. Thus, reflecting the shift to 

LPFO and lower cement prices, Q2 16 gross profits plunged 75% YoY to N48 

billion with related margins shrinking 24pps YoY to 13% (Q2 16E: -10%). 

 

                   Figure 2: Energy Mix at Nigerian operations (%)4  

 

Source: Company presentations, ARM Research 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
3 Source: PPC Cement 
4
 WAPCO and UNICEM are largely gas powered while Ashaka mainly uses coal. 
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• Following the lower than anticipated revenues and margin pressures, we have 

made some adjustments to our 2016 estimates for Lafarge. Starting with revenues, 

Dangcem’s application of a differential pricing strategy, aimed at stimulating 

demand in the absence of significant government spending, should continue to 

drive lower mean  prices over the rest of 2016. Thus, in a bid to avoid losing 

market share we think Lafarge and other players will struggle to raise prices in an 

attempt to pass on input cost inflation (NGN depreciation and higher energy costs). 

In view of this, we have reviewed our 2016 weighted average cement prices 19% 

lower to N23,500/MT. Retaining our expectation for volume weakness in Nigeria 

(-5% YoY to 6.26MT), as H1 run rate remains in line, our lower price expectations 

results in a 19% reduction in 2016E Nigeria cement sales. Largely reflecting 

lingering price pressures, we see South African cement sales 24% lower YoY at 

N38 billion. Consequently, our FY 16E group-wide sales declines 23% to N207 

billion from our prior forecasts (-23% YoY).  Beyond 2016, we expect a more 

gradual recovery in cement sales as Dangote’s low price strategy to gain market 

share keeps a handbrake on Nigerian cement prices. Thus, our five-year revenue 

CAGR is 1.3pps lower than prior forecast at 7%.  

 

• The protracted gas supply issues raise scope for continued LPFO use in the coming 

months. Thus, largely reflecting impact of prolonged energy challenges and our 

downward price revision, we estimate that gross profits should decline 47% YoY to 

N43 billion in 2016E (vs. -32% YoY to N56 billion in previous forecast).   

 

• Elsewhere, given Lafarge’s dollar debt, the switch to a flexible currency regime in 

Nigeria embodies the risk of further FX losses with naira weakness. To manage this 

risk, Lafarge revealed plans to hedge these exposures, which at the going rate5 

imply 4% NGN depreciation from current levels and, by our estimates, translates 

to additional N13 billion FX losses. Beyond this, we expect net interest expense to 

trend higher over the rest of the year (i.e. almost double YoY to N21 billion) owing 

to twin impact of surge in debt levels and the expected naira depreciation. 

 

                                                 
5
 6-month NDF forwards are at N306.74/$ as at 21st July 2016 

Cautious outlook on revenues and FX losses to underpin FY 16 loss 



 

 

• Consequently, we forecast Lafarge to record 2016E pre-tax and post-tax loss of 

N52 billion and N44 billion respectively (vs. N33 billion and N28 billion losses 

previously). 

 

• Net impact of the adjustments to our model drives a 12% contraction in our FVE 

for Lafarge to N53.51 (Last close: N59.80). Largely reflecting the impact of the FX 

losses, the stock currently trades at 2016E EV/EBITDA of 40.7x, well ahead of 

Bloomberg EMEA average of 11.9x. Thus, we downgrade our recommendation 

on the stock to a SELL (vs. UNDERWEIGHT in previous communication).  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 

          

 

 

 

QUARTERLY      
Income Statement 
(N’000,000)* 

Q1 2016A Q2 2016F Q3 2016F Q4 2016F  
Turnover 52,421 54,944 51,763 47,925  

COGS (44,609) (47,616) (40,893) (30,454)  

Gross Profit 7,812 7,328 10,870 17,471  

Operating Costs (6,447) (5,770) (5,627) (4,663)  

Operating Profit 351 1,558 3,853 3,870  

Net Finance costs (2,559) (2,000) (8,352) (7,969)  

Profit Before Taxation (2,208) (27,969) (9,829) (12,243)  

Taxation (343) (405) 3239 5607  

Profit After Taxation (2,551) (28,373) (6,590) (6,636)  

      

      

      

ANNUAL      
Income Statement 
(N’000,000)* 

FY 2015A FY 2016A FY 2017F FY 2018F FY 2019F 

Revenue 267,234  207,053  297,220  303,629  335,186  

COGS (184,703)  163,572  211,026  212,540  234,630  

Gross Profit 82,531  43,481  86,194  91,089  100,556  
Operating Cost (30,885)  22,507  37,152  37,954  41,898  

Operating Profit 38,303  9,632  42,994  47,088  52,610  
Interest income 2,183  1,525  2,762  7,848  14,090  

Interest expense (11,211)  (22,405)  24,109  24,448  24,807  

FX revaluation loss  (41,000)    
PBT 29,275  (52,249) 21,646  30,487  41,893  

Tax (2,277)  8,099 3,463  4,878  6,703  

PAT 26,998  (44,150) 18,183  25,609  35,190  

Balance Sheet (N 
‘000,000)* 

     

Assets      

 Fixed Assets  364,397 366,228 367,928 369,683 371,733 

 Stocks  33,027 27,425 33,124 37,798 34,395 

 Trade debtors   23,474 23,883 27,681 28,587 31,236 

 Cash and other bank 
balances   

16,493 82,729 110,964 120,869 152,817 

 Total Assets 453,012 503,426 542,858 560,098 593,342 
 Liabilities       

 Trade Creditors  76,847 84,234 108,206 106,725 115,470 

Non-current Liabilities 187,473 239,027 242,558 246,184 251,177 

Total liabilities  276,861 332,224 359,764 362,056 375,889 
Shareholders' fund  176,152 233,579 245,471 260,420 279,830 

      

      

      

Key Ratios FY 2015A FY 2016F FY 2017F FY 2018F FY 2019F 
P/E 10.06  (6.71) 16.30  11.57  8.42  

P/B 1.54  1.37  1.31  1.23  1.14  

EV/EBITDA 10.53  40.66  9.31  8.37  6.97  

ROA 6% -9% 3% 4% 6% 

ROE 15% -22% 8% 11% 14% 

Gross margins 30.9% 21% 29% 30% 30% 

EBIT margins 14% 5% 14% 16% 16% 

PBT margins 11% -25% 7% 10% 12% 

PAT Margins 10% -21% 6% 8% 10% 

Effective Tax rates 8% 16% 16% 16% 16% 

Debt to Equity 84.2% 122.6% 118.9% 113.7% 107.0% 

Debt to Assets 32.7% 49.6% 46.2% 45.4% 43.6% 

Interest coverage 3.42  0.43  1.78  1.93  2.12  

EPS 5.93  (8.89) 3.66  5.15  7  
BVPS 38.67  43.67  45.65  48.43  52  



 

 

 

 

 

ARM now employs a two-tier rating system which is based on systemic importance of the security under review and the deviation of 

our target price for the stock from current market price. We characterize systemic importance as a function of a stock’s ranking 

among the group of top 20 stocks by NSE market capitalization over a trailing 6 month period (minimum) to the review date. We 

adopt a 5 point rating system for this category of stocks and a 3 point rating system for stocks outside this group. The choice of top 20 

stocks arises from the consideration that this group of stocks constitutes >75% of overall market capitalization and stocks outside this 

group are generally less liquid and individually account for <<1% of market capitalization. For stocks in both categories, the basis for 

ratings subject to target price deviation is outlined below:  

 

TOP 20    NON-TOP 20   

Rating Deviation  Rating Deviation 

STRONG BUY >20%   BUY >20%  

OVERWEIGHT 10%  — 20 %  NEUTRAL 5%  —  20 % 

NEUTRAL 0%  —  10 %  SELL <5% 

UNDERWEIGHT -5%  —  0%    

SELL <-5%    

 

 

RECOMMENDATION KEY 

Rating Recommendation  

BUY Accumulate security to a substantial extent constrained only by portfolio diversification considerations 

OVERWEIGHT Accumulate security to an extent moderated by cognizance of its benchmark weight  

NEUTRAL 

Maintain status quo for security with respect to current holding—i.e. keep if already holding and don’t buy otherwise—

subject to reasonable portfolio constraints 

UNDERWEIGHT Minimise exposure to security taking cognizance of its index weighting 

SELL Sell-off security completely from portfolio  
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